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Toronto, November 15, 2023 – The Critical Minerals Institute
(CMI), an international organization dedicated to advancing the
critical minerals sector, is pleased to announce an upcoming
Masterclass titled Navigating the Critical Minerals and Flow-
Through  Landscape.  This  virtual  event,  focusing  on  the
exploration of critical minerals and the innovative charitable
flow-through model, promises to be an enlightening experience
for professionals and enthusiasts alike.

Date: Monday, November 20th
Time: 7-8 PM EST
Format: Virtual Event, Click Here to Register

Guided by CMI Director Tracy Weslosky, this masterclass will
bring together notable figures like Peter Nicholson from WEALTH,
Jean-Philippe Côté from Fasken, and Peter Clausi, also a CMI
Director. They will explore the latest trends, opportunities,
and challenges in the critical minerals landscape.

Highlights of the session include:

An in-depth explanation of the charity flow-through model,
detailing its structure and benefits under Canada’s Income
Tax Act.
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Discussion on the Critical Mineral Exploration Tax Credit
(CMETC), a crucial development in Canada’s 2022 budget
that enhances capital raising capabilities in the mining
sector.
Insights into the role of critical minerals in modern
technology and clean energy solutions.

This masterclass is an excellent opportunity to expand your
knowledge, network with industry experts, and gain insights into
the critical minerals sector and investment strategies.

About the Critical Minerals Institute, the CMI:
The  Critical  Mineral  Institute  (CMI)  is  an  international
organization for companies and professionals focused on battery
materials, technology metals, defense metals, ESG technologies
and practices, the general EV market, and the use of critical
minerals for energy and alternative energy production. Offering
an online site that features job opportunities that range from
consulting roles to Advisory Board positions, the CMI offers a
wide range of B2B service solutions. Also offering online and
in-person  events,  the  CMI  is  designed  for  education,
collaboration, and to provide professional opportunities to meet
the critical minerals supply chain challenges. 

Offering access to critical mineral experts, B2B resources, an
industry newsletter and both online and in-person events. 

Click here to become a CMI Member

Registration:
For event registration, click here

Contact:
For further details, please contact Tracy Weslosky, Managing
Director for the CMI, at Tracy@criticalmineralsinstitute.com or
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